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ACCELERATING 
SMART 
MANUFACTURING
How JOST mobilizes compute power 
to drive autonomous manufacturing 
across geographies

INDUSTRY:  MANUFACTURING 

REGION:  GERMANY

VISION

Support growth and drive industrial 
digitization initiatives

STRATEGY

Harness the power of IT to make 
manufacturing operations more 
efficient across factories worldwide

OUTCOMES

• Accelerates shop floor automation 
and product development

• Sustains organic business growth 
plus acquisitions

• Boosts IT performance while 
reducing complexity and costs

Forward-thinking manufacturers strive to make commercial 
vehicles safer, more energy-efficient and smarter for 
use in our networked world. The IT team at JOST drives 
digitization initiatives that help the global maker of 
truck and trailer components pioneer ground-breaking 
technologies to move ahead of the competition.

Delivering innovation in heavy lifting

Trucking, civil engineering, agriculture, forestry—wherever commercial vehicles 
handle heavy loads, JOST products are in demand. Innovations that put JOST in the 
lead include high-strength fifth-wheel trailer hitches, intelligent axles that reduce tire 
wear, and hydraulic systems that help increase payload while reducing cycle times in 
heavy goods transportation.

JOST was founded as a family-owned business in Germany more than six decades 
ago. The company has expanded its footprint in the commercial vehicle sector 
through organic growth fueled by innovation and by acquiring successful brands 
that complement its product portfolio. Today, JOST is a market-leading global 
player, operating 32 facilities on five continents. Brands owned by JOST include 
ROCKINGER, TRIDEC, Edbro, and Quicke.

Driving progress in discrete manufacturing

“Our focus is on quickly finding IT solutions for the changing requirements of the 
business. We thrive on flexibility,” says Martin Frischkorn, IT Team Lead at JOST in 
Germany. Frischkorn’s team drives digitization initiatives aimed at sharpening its 
competitive edge and market reach. “It’s our job to pave the way for autonomous 
production,” Frischkorn says. “We connect shop floor equipment and provide 
the infrastructure for wireless, as well as fixed-line communication, sensors, and 
cameras.”
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Many of the products JOST makes are safety-related. 
Record-keeping for such products extends to the production 
line, generating a constant stream of data. “Sensor data 
such as the number of wrench turns and torque in assembly 
operations is automatically collected via Wi-Fi,” Frischkorn 
notes.

Currently, one of the JOST factories in Germany is piloting a 
factory floor guidance system that enables forklift trucks to 
run autonomously. “The resulting workloads drove the local 
servers to their limits,” Frischkorn recalls.

In addition to mass-produced items, JOST develops 
custom solutions. Engineers at a JOST plant in the 
Netherlands recently designed a multi-axle system for a 
custom heavy-duty trailer. “Such complex CAD models 
are resource-hungry and generate huge amounts of 
data. Naturally, more server power will be most welcome,” 
Frischkorn explains.

Blueprint for the right fit

Frischkorn and his team wanted highly scalable servers 
for the specific workloads of some 30 locations worldwide. 
“Manufacturing sites need server redundancy to help prevent 
downtime. Sites where CAD data is generated need more disk 
space, allowing engineers to work efficiently on increasingly 
complex models,” Frischkorn notes. 

He discussed his ideas with IT-HAUS, a long-standing 
HPE Platinum Partner. Experts at IT-HAUS developed a 
blueprint that proposed the use of HPE ProLiant DL385 

Gen10 Plus servers powered by 2nd Gen AMD EPYC 
processors. “We also tested servers using other processors. 
2nd Gen AMD EPYC gives me better performance at lower 
cost than competitive offerings. So, for me, this was a clear 
decision,” Frischkorn explains. “That’s the right server platform 
to support growth.”

AMD’s Secure Memory Encryption was another factor in 
Frischkorn’s decisions. “On Windows-based systems, security 
breaches target the CPU. AMD offers the smart security 
architecture we need to safeguard business continuity and 
protect intellectual property,” he says.

Doing more with less

“Our new servers provide the performance and uptime we 
need to deliver the quality IT services the business units count 
on,” says Frischkorn. The compute power of these servers also 
reduces latencies for Microsoft Azure Stack, allowing JOST’s 
development and manufacturing organizations to handle fast 
data streams and growing data volumes with ease. 

Larger JOST sites will use up to four new servers, while smaller 
sites will typically receive one or two. “These new servers are 
much more powerful than the ones they replaced. A single 
processor now does what used to take two processors. That 
helps us cut maintenance costs plus software licensing fees,” 
Frischkorn explains. “The HPE OneView software facilitates 
server maintenance. Our new colleagues in Hungary and 
Poland benefit from a short learning curve.”

Our focus is on quickly finding IT solutions for 
the changing requirements of the business. We 
thrive on flexibility.”
–  MARTIN FRISCHKORN, IT TEAM LEAD AT JOST
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Our solution partner

Instead of just fixing problems, 
we are able to focus on topics 
that will help move the 
business forward including 
digitization initiatives for 
predictive maintenance and 
just-in-time deliveries.”
–  MARTIN FRISCHKORN, IT TEAM LEAD AT JOST

Standardization is key

Frischkorn’s team is in the process of integrating newly acquired sites in Sweden, 
Australia, and New Zealand. “Standardization is key to making our global IT 
infrastructure more cost-effective and scalable for JOST’s ‘follow the sun’ business 
model. Instead of just fixing problems, we are able to focus on topics that will 
help move the business forward—including digitization initiatives for predictive 
maintenance and just-in-time deliveries,” Frischkorn concludes.

SOLUTION
HARDWARE

• HPE ProLiant DL385 Gen10 Plus 
servers with AMD EPYC 7302 
processors

SOFTWARE

• HPE OneView

• HPE InfoSight for servers

KEY PARTNERS

• IT-HAUS
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